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EUROPE TO OCEANIA

Volume from North Europe to USA increased 11,4% YoY in February, when simultaneously only

14,7% vessels were on time! Much of the deployed capacity remains absorbed through delays

and port congestion, adding to an under-capacity scenario. Expectations are continuing full

vessels and potentially worsening situation the closer we get to summer peaks.

From North Europe, MSC launches 2 new services : a Boston/Montreal shuttle from Le Havre

and Antwerp (2,500 - 3,400 TEU vessels), and a service connecting Baltic Sea / Scan (Klaipeda,

Gdynia, Goteborg) with the US East Coast (4,200 - 5,000 TEU units), which might bring some

relief.

Hapag Lloyd however is terminating their West Med – US West Coast MPS service,

substituting that loop with rail connections from Norfolk to USWC.

Space remains under extreme pressure, with delays of 4 to 6 weeks in order to get bookings.

With demand staying strong, an overbooked MSC / CMA CGM direct service, Asian relay ports hit

by congestion, definitely freight rates continue to rise.

Delays in Australia (4 to 5 days in Sydney/Melbourne/Brisbane) and in New Zealand (7 days in

Auckland are not expected to improve for the months ahead, while shipping lines continue to

regularly omit ports from the rotations to catch up. De-hiring of containers continues to be

challenging as depots are over capacity.

EUROPE TO NORTH AMERICA
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EUROPE

EUROPE TO ASIA / MIDDLE EAST
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Even spot ocean freight rates have softened lately, on the back of the Ukraine war with all

Russian / Baltics exports collapsing, long term rates remain stable, and securing dedicated

allocation remains a must to ensure guaranteed space.

As congestion in Asia does not allow for any schedule and reliability improvements, shipping

lines continue with blank sailings (22 in March), adding to space constraints. Meanwhile, Drewry

forecasts that Europe->Asia volumes will continue to grow, and should be up 8,6% this year vs

2021.

Attention - carriers have put in place a reefer stop booking to Shanghai port, as a

consequence of the disruption related to Covid containment measures.
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NORTH AMERICA TO SOUTH AMERICA

Congestion and vessel delays in Europe are now affecting the proforma schedules issued ex

New York, Charleston, and Houston. Carriers are moving back to Savannah as it improved a little.

USWC to Europe is extremely tight due to void sailings and skipped ports caused by

systematic delays. Seattle's port of call remains suspended indefinitely, with only one monthly

feeder service, and direct service from Vancouver is suspended in April as well. There are selective

GRIs by carriers as per destination or as per origin. To Israel, or ex Charleston, ex Seattle, for

example. Equipment deficits is effective at inlands origins. Ports may suffer from the same due to

the irregular inbound calls.

Service reshuffling continues and this affects the space and frequency ex USGC. As for USEC,

certain import services have been suspended temporarily to catch up with the proforma. This

naturally causes export ETAs move or disrupted as well. Traditional T/S ports in the area still suffer

from high number of containers to move around. Non-operating reefer equipment is preferred by

carriers as they need to reposition equipment. GRIs are effective especially to South America West

Coast. In that instable context, short term deals have become the norm.

NORTH AMERICA TO EUROPE
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NORTH AMERICA TO OCEANIA

Available capacity remains fluid for USWC POLs, though rail availability via USWC is limited as

carriers are strictly adhering to allocations. Even operations is improving slightly, port omissions

continue for the South Atlantic, affecting both Savannah and Charleston ports, and New

York / NJ ports congestion has worsened. Erratic vessel schedules still create void sailings and

delays in schedules creating significant challenges with moving vessel cut-offs at the port. Variety

of GRIs continue to apply, and short term still prevails.

Current COVID measures at Chinese ports may reduce the volume coming in and slightly

improve bottlenecks, but the effects will be visible in a couple of weeks.

Oceania services are being disrupted by the northbound schedule changes, omissions and

service terminations. There is way too much cargo for exports but the planned connections hardly

ever work because either the ETAs change or there is an issue with US railways port connections.

Short term agreement are preferred due to the volatility at both sides. Reefers are precious to send

down and so are 20’s as the region suffers from the lack. GRIs are selective to the outports of

AU/NZ, carriers showing a strong preference for bookings to base ports.

NORTH AMERICA TO ASIA
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ASIA TO NORTH AMERICA

The spot market has declined post Chinese New Year, although less than we see usually at

this time of the year, and despite we are at record levels. Drewry Asia to Europe index decreased

just by 2% in February.

Hapag Lloyd launched a standalone China-Germany shuttle, the CGX service (5,000 TEU

vessels) beginning April, connecting Dachan Bay to Hamburg in 27 days.

New players, e.g TS Lines, which joined CU Lines as operator on a 4,000 TEU fortnight service

in March, or NVO BCOs deploying their own tonnage, illustrate tensions and chronic lack of

capacity.

Even the congestion is rather under control ex China, the Chinese current lock down as well as

worsening difficulties in North American ports continue to feed severe disruption. With demand

still strong, operators endeavour to deploy capacity to catch up with delays and cope with the

backlog.

Maersk launched a standalone loop between Vietnam, China and the US East Coast, whilst ZIM

deploys a (standalone) new fortnightly product between Yantian, Cai Mep, Baltimore, New York,

and Boston. Meanwhile, Ocean Alliance launches a new 10,000 TEU service calling Yantian,

Ningbo, Busan, Norfolk, Savannah, Charleston and Miami.

ASIA TO EUROPE
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ASIA TO OCEANIA

Capacity for short sea services keeps being strained as the focus is on long hauls, though

the weaker volumes ex China post Chinese New Year could give it a bit of relief. Only to be

challenged by more weather and Covid-related issues.

Meratus Line, a Surabaya based carrier, usually focusing on intra Indonesian trade launched CIX

service in March 2022 connecting North and Central China with Java Island, with a fortnight

capacity of 1,300 TEU. Wan Hai also adds a service between China and India, the CI7, with 1400-

1700 TEU ships.

Tight capacity, strong demand, and imploding rates is leading to some modest but new

capacity injection.

Yangming, PIL and Sea Lead Shipping join forces with a weekly 2,333 TEU service calling

Qingdao, Shanghai, Chiwan, Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane, whilst ZIM deploys 1,000 TEU new

weekly capacity from Xingang, Dalian, Qingdao, Busan to Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane.

Ocean rates remain however extremely strong and keep increasing, with the steep demand and the

Oceania ports poor productivity impacting services reliability still.

INTRA ASIA
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OCEANIA TO ASIA

Strong rate increases with market GRIs applying up to USD 3,000 per container in April. On

a positive note, Oakland is reinstated weekly on the Pacific Northwest loop, although to

compensate shipping lines have announced omission of Long Beach every 2nd vessel.

At origin, 20ft equipment remains critical in Adelaide (too frequently omitted to get normal supply)

and Nelson. At destination, the congestion that affects for months LA and Long Beach has spread

to all ports, including Gulf and East Coast, with 24 vessels waiting for berth now in Houston, 18 in

Savannah, also 18 in Norfolk… Beyond ports, all deliveries are facing delays due to chassis, trucks

and drivers shortages.

OCEANIA TO NORTH AMERICA
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Some improvements with the transhipment ports (Singapore, Port Kelang), though the

feeders networks remain under pressure. In China, the situation is very fragile with the zero covid

tolerance policy. In Shanghai, berthing waiting time lasts now 2 to 3 days depending on the terminal,

but motor availability is doing better.

Space is still highly pressurised, and particularly ex Adelaide, where there have been several

omissions. Equipment also remains a challenge because of this for most shipping lines.
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OCEANIA

OCEANIA TO EUROPE
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Strong rates increases continue to affect the trade, as congestions keep crippling the area.

The direct CMA CGM / MSC service sails full, and relays services provide little relief when they are

equally packed on 1st and 2nd legs.

Ex Australia, even it does not suffer delays, Adelaide, the main wine port, is regularly omitted as

carriers try to catch up on delays cumulated on the country’s other ports. And equipment supply gets

on life support in the area due to the omissions.

Ex New Zealand, Auckland continues to deal with delays about a week. Ex Nelson, Wellington and

Lyttelton, ‘minimal’ delays shall be expected to berthing, as well as some omissions due to scheduling

compensation.
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SOUTH AMERICA TO ASIA

The cancellation of Hapag Lloyd’s MPS (Med Pacific service) is going to further affect the South

America West Coast to California route, the most challenged trade from Latin America.

Available capacity reduces dramatically, and alternatives are very limited at this stage.

Equipment remains in strong shortage, especially for the 20’ dry suitable for flexitank.

From the East Coast, demand is still very high from Brazil, so that rates remain on the high

side. Congestion issues at USEC prompt adjustment in services coverage, Charleston in particular

is withdrawn from the USA to SAEC string 1 service of MSC (with ZIM as slot charterer).

Export from South America are constrained, due to the workforce reduction imposed by the

Covid regulation. Formal booking stops have been lifted, but allocations remain extremely limited.

Dry cargo exports also compete against reefers, which get the priority, whilst carriers also tend to

favour empty repositioning to Asia, to accelerate containers turn around.

Overall the situation to Asia is not improving, with rates increasing and a persistent lack of

available equipment.

SOUTH AMERICA TO NORTH AMERICA
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SOUTH AMERICA

Capacity from the West Coast reduced 20% overall in Q1 2022 due to port omissions, cut & run,

and fleet adjustments. Hamburg Süd in particular, replaced their 4,000 TEU units with 3,000 TEU

ships. With less capacity, a strong reefer season reaching peak in March and equipment shortage,

steep rate increases have continued in March.

To West Med, Hapag Lloyd launches a new 3,000 TEU loop (Paita, Posorja, Buenaventura,

Puerto Limon, Cartagena, Tangier, Malaga, Valencia, Livorno, Genoa, Barcelona and Caucedo) to

replace the MPS termination and the drop of Cartagena on the MGX.

From the East Coast, demand is still very high, with severe backlogs in Paranagua, Montevideo

and Buenos Aires due to vessel delays and ports congestion.

In Europe, the Rotterdam call was suspended for 6 weeks on the CMA CGM’s Safran loop, in order

to reduce delays. Hapag Lloyd no longer participates on Maersk’s ‘Neosamba’ service.

SOUTH AMERICA TO EUROPE
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SOUTH AFRICA

Trade is marked by the announcement of the acquisition of historic operator Deutsche Afrika-

Linien (DAL) by Hapag Lloyd. Concrete effects however won’t be felt before a few months and

the completion of the transaction has gone through the approval of the responsible antitrust

authorities.

South Africa is in extreme shortage equipment, particularly for 20 footers, with zero stock

and availability possible only from vessels arrivals. Fact that vessels are still omitting Cape Town

then influences very negatively the readiness of 20ft. 40ft can be easier to find in comparison,

although also difficult when it comes to A-grade equipment quality.

The recent dramatic floods in Durban are going to further affect services stability.

SOUTH AFRICA TO EUROPE
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